MASTERCLASS

Design Lip Elegance
Rome | Milan, Italy

Dear Colleagues,
I’m delighted to announce the LIPBEAUTY ACADEMY.
Under the direction of Dr. Andrea Armenti |Plastic Surgeon in Milan and Rome|, LIPBEAUTY
ACADEMY offers a unique model of teaching and training in aesthetic medicine of Lips:

The Masterclass in DESIGN LIP ELEGANCE, a postgraduate training program in Lip Injection.
My Vision is ENCHANT THE WORLD with my work. My mission is to base all my teachings on
evidence-based applications, safe practices and my methodical guidelines to ensure the most
beautiful and elegant representation of LIP INJECTIONS in aesthetic medical specialty.
In my masterclass you will learn the most fashion and most efficient techniques in Lip injections,
through an extensive theoretical workshops and live injections in a clinical setting.
An emphasis is put on practical knowledge and skills in how to create the best lips, how to treat
gummy smile and how to manage hyaluronidase on lips.
Established under my vision of elegance and an innovative learning and teaching format, Masterclass
in DESIGN LIP ELEGANCE will provide medical practitioners and aesthetic nurses with maximum
exposure to the scientific and clinical information necessary to enchant the word in their practice.
I look forward to welcoming you to

Masterclass in DESIGN LIP ELEGANCE
Yours faithfully,
Dr. Andrea Armenti | Plastic Surgeon
MD, PhD, FEBOPRAS, ABLS, LSO

Program Overview
EWS
1

HA Fillers - Phisiology and Rheology
How rheological properties affect lips’ shape.
Understanding mechanical stress,
shear deformations and stretching forces
in daily lips animation.

EWS
2

Concept of Lip Shape

EWS
3

Injection Technique: Dr.Lipbeauty’s Standards

EWS
4

Live
Session

Understanding proportions of Lips
and Dinamic Anatomy.

Understanding different lip injection techniques
and Mastering how to design the best lips.

Lip filler Complications
Understanding physiology and pathology
of Complications. Managing immediate and long
term adverse effects after lip injections.

LIVE Lip Injections | Dr.Amenti Andrea
Dr.Andrea Armenti Live Treatment of NORMAL
to DIFFICULT Lip cases.

HANDs – ON Training | Attendees
Hands-on
Training

How to CREATE
the Best Lips

Each attendee will perform lip injections
on 2 own patients, under guidance and supervision
of Dr.Andrea Armenti.

4 ESSENTIAL WORKSHOPS (EWS)
1 LIVE SESSIONS - HANDS-ON TRAINING

LIVE CASES
HANDs-ON
Training

Official Language:
ENGLISH - ITALIAN

Any lecture or demonstration on injectables and/or devices may contain off-label use which lies on the
author/demonstrator’s responsibility. Practitioners are rigorously advised to verify the industry’s recommendations.

Masterclass Overview
MASTERCLASS - Design Lip Elegance
1 day

Theory

Practice

Scientific Program taking place
in Rome | Milan

Live and hands- on taking place
in Rome | Milan

• 4 Essential Workshops
• Coffee breaks & lunch included
• Certificate of Attendance

• 1 LIVE Session
• HANDs-ON TRAINING

1.800€ + VAT (22%)
• Reserved ONLY for fully licensed Medical Doctors, Dentists and Aesthetic Nurses
• For booking your place (payment only with bank draft), send email to: info@lipbeauty.it

CANCELLATION POLICY:
Cancellation must be notified in writing by email uniquely to: info@lipbeauty.it
- Until 30 days before the Event: 20% processing fees on the total registration
- Between 30 to 15 days before the Event: 50% cancellation fees on the amount paid
- FFrom 15 days before the Event date or no show: No refund - except in case of force majeure,
conditions detailed in the practical information.
Cancellation will be processed after written demand and one month after the Masterclass.

